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Road safety 1: India's average of 1.40 million people die annually in road accidents
Kijeyappirakas

Escaroja

If you die in road accidents across the country everyday phenomenon in clusters.
Last year alone, 10 lakh 25 thousand people died from road accidents, according to the UN. 90 percent of these deaths
occurred in countries that are poor and middle economic reports.
Road accidents in India every year, on average, one lakh 40 thousand people are dead. 4 minutes someone dies of road
accident. Every day 16 children are uyirilak. A daily average of 1,214, 400 people die in road accidents. Motorcycles
account for 25 percent of the passengers are informed that the federal government recently released statistics, where.
Meet cikkuvorai formation in road accidents across the country, to treat internal littavar lakh crore a year is spent Rs
.3.8.
In the road accidents in the state last year, his total of 15 thousand 642 people have also lost their lives. Pitukai more on
a par with 2014, to 452 have died. In several states, including Tamil Nadu nakaramaya talc is being fast.
Correspondingly expandable gum roads, construction of bridges, including the basic construction tasks have been
carried out. But, on the other hand, the number of road accidents and the death of those who are more rittuk causes
great disappointment to come.
Road safety awareness and how to prevent accidents in the Citizen Consumer and C. Ogg Shanmuga Group (CAG), the
organization is offering advice. Directors of CAG (advisor) escaroja saying, ''50 percent of road accidents are due to
driver's negligence is less important. Lack of adequate training for drivers, drivers license running 'filesharelist'
violations, violation of the rules of the road for pedestrians, bad roads, checking the places where the need is
expandable gum road taken place, have to follow exactly on the signal system yavai are other reasons.
Many countries in the world to those who walk in the VAT, the first honor given pedal cart Whore use. In a sense, they
are due to environmental protection, said. But in our country it has been negative. Observe the rules of the road have
become human can capture each individual human decency. It was up, we can reduce road accidents, '' he said.
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WHAT IS YOUR REACTION?
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